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1 The High Level Problem

To boil it down to its core, there exists a massive
collection of documents, distributed over millions
of nodes, through which a separate collection of
billions of people wish to conduct a guided search.

A significant portion of these nodes cannot be
trusted to deliver suitable content, as such the rest
of this note will assume we are working within a
malicious risk model.

The current front runner solution for this prob-
lem is a collection of centralized services that ac-
tively crawl some subset of nodes, index the con-
tent, and permit searches over that index - usually
in exchange for both search history data and the
opportunity to substitute paid advertisements for
search results.

This state of affairs has resulted in a large scale
privacy and incentives problem for search, and an
interest in alternatives that bring about both better
privacy and better search results.

2 A (Very) Brief History

Research in decentralizing search and search en-
gines has a long history, with considerations for
peer to peer solutions[2] being proposed as early
as 1997.

Much of this early work also intersects the
development of distributed lookup systems like
Chord[20] and the general rise of peer to peer sys-
tems such as Gnutella[6]

Purely cooperative search algorithms that do not
consider malicious participants such as those pro-
posed by Unger[22] dating back to at least 2003.

As an evolution, systems like Maay[13], and
YaCy[7] rely on trust peer-to-peer nodes with var-
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ious heuristics to improve the reliability and safety
of the search, but without a technical solution to
the problem of sybil attacks in general, and mali-
cious indexes specifically.

More recently, proposals such as Desearch[11]
use trusted execution environments and epochs to
generate verifiable indexes. Espresso [17] suggests
an approach where services generate indexes them-
selves which are then collected and distributed via
a federated network.

Finally, (large) language models have been
put forward as an alternative to search engines
entirely[19] with promising, if limited, efficacy.

3 Is Google Getting Worse?

Since its introduction, PageRank[14] has been her-
alded as the pinnacle of search rankings. Pagerank
is based on a theory that sites with more inbound
links have greater authority than those that have
fewer links. The integration of pagerank into search
engines was quickly met with a rise in ”search en-
gine optimization” techniques designed to increase
the number of back-links to a site, and was in turn
met with various proposals to combat the resulting
tide of spam[25][1].

Many now consider that pagerank is unsuitable
as a ranking technology for the modern web[15],
with most attributing the rise of advertisement-
centric search and the factor of competitiveness be-
tween sites subverting the underlying theory.

This belief is finding support in newer longitudi-
nal studies into the quality of search results[3] find-
ing the search engines studies have significant prob-
lems with highly optimized (affiliate) content, and
highlighting that ”web search is a dynamic game
with many players, some with bad intentions”
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4 New Directions

In this section I would like to discuss certain inter-
esting technological developments that have more
recently come into focus and how they may be ap-
plied to the search problem.

4.1 Efficient Tokenization

Sub-word tokenization techniques like BytePair
Encoding[18] and more recently SentencePiece[10]
have received increased attention in recent
years due to the investment in transformer
architectures[23] and related fields that gain signif-
icant performance advantages when the input con-
text size can be losslessly compressed and allows
documents in various language and localizations to
be subject to identical processing.

Importantly, unlike other compression tech-
niques that distribute and/or aggregate informa-
tion in lookup tables, sub-word tokenization does
not change the semantic properties of the under-
lying context (and so models can be built over
the compressed representation saving both mem-
ory and processing time).

In addition, part of what makes search at scale
difficult is the long-term storage (e.g. for gener-
ating summaries, infoboxes, page caches etc.) and
analysis (e.g. finding similar entries) of source doc-
uments. Representing such documents in their tok-
enized form, while not as space efficient, does allow
more immediate access to the data for processing.

4.2 Semantic Embeddings

Semantic analysis also has a long history,
though it is worth bringing specific attention to
Word2Vec[12] and the introduction of word embed-
dings and the equivalent rise of language models1

such as BERT[5]. GPT3[4] and later Llama[21] and
derivatives e.g. Mistral [9].

It is clear that these models are capable of some
amount of sophisticated semantic analysis of text,
and as an offshoot of the generalized chat and in-
struction interfaces that are most prevalent, we
have also seen research into adapting these seman-
tic embeddings for document search[8].

It is also clear that these models are as, if not
more, prone to malicious and crafted input as

1not to mention more popular proprietary models

both human curators and previous categorization
schemes with both prompted and unprompted hal-
lucinations being a particular cause of concern[24],
and there is currently no reason to believe that
those issues do not also apply to embeddings de-
rived from such models.

Further, depending on the exact method used to
construct or extract embeddings from the underly-
ing model, the resulting embeddings are typically
large relative to the input document, and are scale
dependent i.e. the embedding for a sentence will be
much more concentrated that the embedding for a
paragraph, and as such multiple embeddings are re-
quired per-document to represent the true seman-
tics of the underlying content.

Nevertheless, we have never had such ability to
at-scale categorize and semantically analyze docu-
ments before, and the applications of such a capa-
bility to search are obviously compelling.

Solutions for capturing and representing docu-
ments as vector embeddings are already gaining
traction in communities enthusiastic about local
language models and it is likely they will continue
to improve.

4.3 Zero Knowledge Proofs

Directly applicable to the idea of federated or dis-
tributed search is the challenge of verifying that
such a search really took place and that the index-
ing was performed honestly. Generating proofs for
such activities still mostly resides in the realm of
fiction2 unless great liberties are taken when defin-
ing the system - or the actions within the system
are highly restricted to a given domain (e.g. hon-
estly modifying the state of a global ledger)

However, that does not mean that all is lost when
considering the application of ZKPs to decentral-
ized search. Voting schemes are of particular inter-
est as they can be utilized to anonymously rank the
quality of indexes, and the underlying vote can cap-
ture that such a ranking was performed to a given
specification (with proofs being efficiently check-
able).

2See Also: Attacks on Trusted Execution Environments
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4.4 Federated Networks

While I am still inclined to hold the position that
federation is the worst of all worlds3 the rise of
Mastodon and other ActivityPub[?] based systems
has demonstrated a significant interest in such soft-
ware.

Additionally this rise has also triggered a new
generation of software that speaks ActivityPub, go-
ing beyond RSS feeds to establish a richer semantic
context for actions as diverse as publishing a video,
or opening a pull request.

It is worth seriously noting that not everyone in
these spaces is open to the idea of targeted search
of these activities and there is a significant #NOBOT
movement from the joined perspectives of both pri-
vacy and consent4 - in turn many frameworks have
aligned themselves with an opt-in structure for con-
tent distribution.

For those who do opt-in however (and for systems
where individuals are less focused e.g. Lemmy),
there is clearly an opportunity for far stronger
search capabilities than currently exist- with the
openness of these networks leading to far stronger
curation of the semantic and authoritative nature
of shared documents than was traditionally acces-
sible via closed platforms.

5 Challenges

Regardless of how a decentralized search engine is
constructed there are a set of universal risks to be
overcome. This section briefly outlines the major
areas of concern that any new solution should ad-
dress.

5.1 Index Integrity / Censorship

A major problem with existing centralized
providers is censorship. Different sites will be dis-
played to different users in different countries. Cer-
tain websites will not be made accessible at all.
While some search engines have taken steps to doc-
ument instances where they have been forced to
remove sites from their index due to jurisdictional
pressure or local legislation, search engines have

3https://pseudorandom.resistant.tech/

federation-is-the-worst-of-all-worlds.html
4Privacy is Consent...https://leanpub.com/

queerprivacy/overview

also been suspected to downrank or hide content
that they dislike for any reason5.

These concerns also directly impact decentralized
engines. Indexing nodes can choose fully to not in-
dex a given set of sites or to not serve those indexes
to individuals in favour of sites they otherwise wish
to promote.

In that light it is clear that indexing and rank-
ing must be isolated activities with different trust
boundaries and verification steps.

5.2 Privacy

Highly correlated to index integrity and censorship
is the problem of privacy. In centralized search
engines searchers have no realistic expectation of
privacy. Search queries are stored, mined, and dis-
tributed to advertisers, local authorities and other
parties without the searcher having any input.

Because privacy in these systems is non-existent
then the ability to perform censorship or otherwise
compromise the integrity of the index is much eas-
ier.

Even in decentralized systems the expectation
of privacy remains low, only in (mostly academic,
proposed, hypothetical systems) that attempt some
variant of privacy-preserving search are resistant to
well documented attacks.

As such any decentralized system likely requires
that the actual searching happens locally (or at
least federally6), requiring that indexes be small
enough that they can be distributed efficiently and
perhaps adapting techniques from PIR to minimize
privacy loss even in a federated solution.

5.3 Scale

The internet is large and the number of documents
to index is even larger. Not counting of course the
ever growing number of audiovisual content7.

It is likely that some of the techniques above can
help us here, but it is also perhaps worth turning
to a more bottom-up approach for content index-
ing. How useful a document is, is subjective. Com-
munity curation is an oft-brought up solution to

5Because the internals of search engines are opaque the
motivations for such activities remain a mystery

6referring, of course to trusted federated servers not ju-
risdictional boundaries

7Although it is now possible to obtain transcripts from
such content efficiently thanks to models like Whisper[16]
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the deluge of content and it is clearly an attractive
choice.

It is also at this point perhaps worth mentioning
that any solution doesn’t have to be universal. A
search engine for papers relevant in a specific do-
main has utility by itself, as does a search for book
that are similar to another.

Any decentralized solution likely requires that it
can be built up from disparate initiatives, perhaps
only providing a common protocol to capture and
disseminate results.
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